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The day lilies are in glorious bloom in Camelot’s yard and the Channeling Intensive 2
attendees are home again, after completing another series of channeling circles and
study sessions together. We again had 13 attendees, just not the same ones. We
welcomed three new circle members, as we bade farewell to three Channeling Intensive 1
attendees who decided that channeling was not for them.
Channeling Intensives
The new members had worked hard to catch up with the rest of the circle. They listened
to the teaching sessions which I offered to CI-1 before they came here for a make-up
weekend and then during that weekend, we discussed all that they had heard. We also
worked through the various visualizations involved in practicing the tuning process.
They fit into the circle beautifully and we had a terrific Gathering. If you wish to read
these teaching sessions from CI-1, they are being collected in the Library on
www.llresearch.org under the heading, “Homecomings and Gatherings”.
We will also soon have the Channeling Circle sessions from both CI-1 and CI-2 up in the
Library under “Transcripts.” You can navigate through them just as you can through the
Ra sessions. In our first two Channeling Intensives, we as a group have created five
Channeling Circle sessions. We look forward to gathering for Channeling Intensive 3 in
November 2008, in order to study further and continue to produce more Channeling
Circle sessions.
Public Meditations
Our regular weekly study and meditation meetings are in hiatus for the summer. Our
next channeling meditation will be the second Saturday in September at 8:00 p.m. EDT.
We will meet each week there after, except for 5th Saturdays, through May 2009.
Channeling meditations are on second and fourth Saturdays, while silent meditations are
held on first and third Saturdays. Whenever your travel plans allow, please come and
join us for one of these meetings.
BBS Radio
If you would like to hear us on the internet radio, go to www.bbsradio.com for the live
broadcasts at 10:00 p.m. PDT, with a re-broadcast on Sunday mornings. They also have
archives of the channeling sessions we have aired on their station in the past.
Homecoming 2008
Now we are setting our sights on Homecoming 2008, which will be held here at Camelot
on August 29th through September 1st, 2008. We are creating this Homecoming using the
topics which the attendees choose to discuss. Each attendee will have a chance to bring
up the issue in his own spiritual progress which is of central interest to him. The
presentation by each attendee can be a single sentence of 25 words or less, a short
discussion or a full presentation. From these topics, chosen beforehand, we will create
the schedule of study for the Gathering. Where appropriate, I will supply some quotes
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from our channeling archives which address these questions and issues. It should be a
fascinating time. The attendance is filling up fast, so please send in your reservation a
soon as possible, and also let us know what topic you’d like the group to discuss.
It will be a wonderful Homecoming! I know that in advance, since the Confederation
material draws together birds of a feather! Conversations start early and go late, since
people finally have someone to talk to about the things that interest them. The fee is
$160, unchanged for the last three years, plus a food charge which reflects the actual
grocery bill for our breakfasts and soup-and-sandwich luncheons here at Camelot. We
will have the curriculum up on site as soon as we have enough information from our
Homecoming attendees. For further information about this workshop, please visit the
home page of our website www.llresearch.org.
Williamsburg, Virginia
From October 3 – 5, 2008, we will be taking L/L Research on the road to Williamsburg,
Virginia, where we will offer a Gathering devoted to talking about the new paradigm. It
will be two full days of focusing on how to welcome and cooperate with the coming shift
in consciousness in 2012. Our “Cruise Director” Bob R. is working closely with us to get
all of the details together. So far it seems that we will likely have another speaker or two
and the venue itself will be in or in close proximity to Colonial Williamsburg.
It is not too soon to reserve your place there, if that topic appeals to you, or if you would
like to study amidst such richly historic treasures as that city holds. We’d love to see you!
I will be speaking and singing and of course, the attendees themselves will be teaching
me right back! Come and be a part of it!
Have a wonderful summer! On behalf of the L/L Crew – Gary, Jim, Romi and Melissa – I
wish you a wonderful summer!
Carla L. Rueckert-McCarty
Camelot
June 19, 2008
Bob Riedel’s Summer Adventure
“I will be seeking a few good adventuring souls to join me in the Keweenaw peninsula
area around Copper Harbor, Michigan this Summer, the week of Aug. 9th through the
16th, to search for ancient pyramids, eat thimble-berries, and enjoy one of the few areas
left in America where ya can't get a cell-phone signal.
For those interested, please contact me at: robertriedel@sbcglobal.net, or my MagicJack
#’s: 4402187082 – or – 2167594589, or my cell: 4192773316. Bob Riedel.”
Other Law of One Study Groups
The following is a list of study groups forming or already formed around the world along
with their contact information. Feel free to join them in study if you find yourself in their
neck of the woods!
If you would like to see your group added to this list or removed from this list, please let
us know.
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The Awakening Project
Ft. Myers, Florida
Headed by Michael Toth
awakeningproject@aol.com
British Law of One Study Group (NEXT MEETING, JULY 6TH!)
Forest Row and Abbots Langley, England
Headed by Ian Bond bond.ian@talktalk.net and
Pupak Haghighi hoopoesong@gmail.com
“Our group meets once a month, usually on a Sunday, we spend part of our time reading
parts of 'Law of One' material, or some of the Q'uo transcripts. We then share a meal
together, which everyone contributes to. if time allows we might go for a walk if it's not
raining too heavily (it's england here). In the later part of the day we focus on our
personal seeking which begins with a period of silent meditation after which we do a
round robin sharing, then ask what is it that we are seeking, each individually and as a
group. We call upon and ask the collective group intelligence to address our seeking and
usually the response we get through our collective reflection is profound and often
satisfying!”
The Chicago Law of One Study Group (TCLOOSG)
Chicago, Illinois
Headed by Steve Moffitt
wh_smoffitt@yahoo.com
630-660-0400
The Memphis Law of One Study Group
"The Sanctuary", 6266 Stage Road, Bartlett, TN 38134
Led by Dean Graves deangraves@bellsouth.net and
Carol Crane seacrane@bellsouth.net
(901) 377-6468
“We have public meetings the first Sunday of every month at 2 PM. While the subject
matter is centered around the Law of One material, we do diversify the source of our
information, using the RA material as the touch stone to put it all into perspective.
Individuals with experience in other areas of spiritual study are welcome to share their
information with the group. We feel this broadens the understanding of all who attend
the meetings.”
Literra Law of One Study Group
Spring Green, WI
Literra@merr.com
“The Spring Green (Wisconsin) Law of One Study Group hosted by Jim and Maxine
Pfefferkorn:
The monthly meeting (usually for 4 hours on a Sunday afternoon) format starts with a
brief meditation, followed by introductions, then opening the floor for discussion of
anything attendees wish to explore pertaining to the Law of One, and sometimes Jim will
lead us in covering some material from his workbook "The Soul and The Creation, based
on the Law of One," (which is available for $20 plus shipping). We break halfway for
some munchies and beverages folks have brought. Socializing during the break is
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heartwarming and a highlight of the gathering. We reconvene and continue with more
discussion and close by gathering in circle and chanting "OM."
The fellowship has been the most important and fun for the folks who have attended.”
L/L Research Law of One Study Group
Louisville, KY
Led by Carla Rueckert-McCarty and Jim McCarty
contact@llresearch.org
Public meditations are held every Saturday at 8 PM from September through May. First
and third Saturdays are held for silent meditations, second and fourth Saturdays for
channeling meditations, and on fifth Saturdays no mediation is scheduled. All are
welcome!
The Oslo Law of One Study Group
Oslo, Norway
Headed by Carl Henrik Janson chjan@online.no +4795104800 and
Hanne Mette Janson hannemette@online.no +4795212295
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